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Abstract— In this paper we present a new idea for image retrieval depending on Quad chain code and
standard deviation. The proposed system consist of two stages ,the first one is constructing a database of
image training by dividing each image into number of blocks with size 8*8 pixel based on Quad chain code
and the structure of database for each block of image consisting of one record with two columns (first
column contain a set of chain code and the second column contain standard deviation of block pixels ).In the
second stage the test image is divided into a number of block based on quad chain code and find standard
deviation for each block and apply a matching operation for each image in database to find what is the most
matching image.
Keywords— feature extraction, chain code, image retrieval, standard deviation
I. INTRODUCTION
Image Retrieval System offers an effective and sophisticated way for maintaining and managing image
databases. Image retrieval (IR) is one of the most exciting and fastest growing research areas in the field of
medical imaging, aerial/satellite image analysis and retrieval, etc. The goal of Content-Based Image Retrieval
(CBIR) is to retrieve images from a database that are more similar to an image seen as an image test (query). In
CBIR, for each image in the training set image and test image, features are extracted and compared to the
features of the test image. A CBIR method typically converts an image into a feature vector representation and
matches with the images in the database (training set) to know most similar images [1]. Image retrieval problem,
such as recognizing, classification the similar images, the need for databases, the semantic gap, and retrieving
the desired images from huge number of images are the keys to improve. In some cases, can be considered as a
pattern classification problem, where each image is supposed as ground truth returns to a specific class. Then
query by test image is to find the class and return images within that class. But usually there is no class label
available so this can only be achieved by comparing among images by using the similarity measure [2, 3]. A
feature that is extracted from images is the basis of content-based image retrieval. In general, features may
include visual features (texture, color, shape, faces). However, within the visual feature scope, the features can
be classified as general features and domain specific features. The first one include texture, color, and shape
features while the second one is application dependent and may include, for example, human faces and finger
prints. The domain-specific features are better covered in pattern recognition literature and may include much
domain knowledge [4]. In this paper the proposed system must first build database as follows: Finding blocks
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with size 8*8 depend on Quad chain code, compute standard deviation for each block, and index the images in
the database using a vector for each image that contains (stream of chain code for each block, the standard
deviation for each block). The next step is to check the test image (query) with the database and apply similarity
measures for matching operations to find if there are one or more images in the database that is more matching
with the test image.
1.1. Chain code.
Chain code is used to represent the border shapes of the image through a connected sequence of straight-line
segments of specified length and direction, this representation is based on 4- or 8-connectivity of the segments.
The 4-connectivity allows only the horizontal and vertical movements between neighbour pixels, whereas the 8connectivity uses the diagonal movement [5], as shown in fig (1).
In the traditional freeman chain code the direction of each segment is coded by using a numbering system. A
boundary code formed as a sequence of directional numbers is referred as a Freeman Chain Code. The chain
code of the shape's border depends on the start point. Working with code numbers offers a unified tool to
analyse the shape of the boundary. The problem of 4-connectivity is that we lose the diagonal points where these
points are useful in most of the image applications. So, in order to skip this problem of 4-connectivity here we
use 8-connectivity. In 8- connectivity each code can be considered as the angular directions, multiplied by 45
degree that we must move to go from one contour pixel to the next [6]. Showing example in fig (2)

Fig. 1 A. 4- connectivity chain code . B. 8- connectivity chain code.

A: The chain code 8- connectivity = 0,0,7,7,6,5,5,4,3,3,1,3,1
B:the chain code 4- connectivity=0,0,0,3,0,3,3,3,2,3,2,2,2,1,2,1,1,1,0,1
Fig. 2 Example of extract chain code (clockwise) .

in this paper we will develop the traditional freeman chain code with 8-connectivity to quad chain code, and find
the chain code for an image depending on one of the measures which is the similarity between two adjacent
vectors (quad pixels).

1.2. Feature extraction.
The feature is a function of one or more measurements, each of which specifies some measurable properties
of an object, and is computed such that it quantifies some significant characteristics of the object. For each
image in the image database, its features are extracted as a vector that is saved in the feature database. When a
test image (query) comes in, its feature space will be compared with those in the feature database one by one
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and the similar images with the smallest feature distance will be retrieved [7]. Feature extraction includes the
image features to a distinguishable extent. Average RGB, Color Moments, Co-occurrence, Local Color
Histogram, Global Color Histogram and Geometric Moments are used to extract features from the test image.
Feature matching, on the other hand, includes matching the extracted features to get results that show visual
similarities. Feature vectors are calculated for the given image. The Euclidean distance is used as the default
implementation compared between two vectors feature. If the distance between vector feature of the query
image and database of images is small enough, the corresponding image in the database is considered as a match
to the test image. The colour values of the image are one of the most important features of the images. Color
features are defined a subject to a specific color space or model. The common moments mean, standard
deviation and skewness [8]. In this paper we will extract the features (mean, standard deviation) for each block
of images and use these features for matching the operation between image query and database, the mean and
standard deviation formula can be defined as follows.

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system consist of two stages, the first one as illustrated in Fig (3) is build the database from
large number of images and extract features from the image depending on (QCC) Quad Chain Code standard
deviation and save it as a vector for each image in the database. The second part as illustrated in Fig (4) is
checking the image query with the database to retrieval image that matches the most.

Fig (3) block diagram for build the database.
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Fig (4) block diagram of image retrieval.

2.1. The first stage (build the database).
In this stage there are several steps to build database by extracting the feature (standard deviation) from images,
it consist of:
2.1.1. Read Images.
In this step will be read number of images that used to build database.
2.1.2. Apply Chain code (quad).
In this paper we are using the 8-connected FCC (freeman chain code) each code can be considered as the
angular direction in multiple of 45 degree that we must move to go from on contour pixel to the next. The
Proposed method is that we will develop the chain code by using Quadruple pixel (vector of 4 pixels), and find
the chain code for each image depending on the measure of similarity between two adjacent vectors. Figure (5)
show an example that illustrates how the Quad chain code computed in an image.
2.1.3. Collect 8*8 blocks.
In this step we will be Collecting the quad pixels that were extracted from the above step for equip block with
size 8×8 .each quad pixel of the 8×8 block (16 Quad pixels,64 pixels) is similar with each other. The similarity
measure that can be applied in the proposed system that is used to find alike values between Quad pixels or
blocks Quartet is Cosine Similarity, as shown in the following equation and example:
If Block1 and Block2 are two Quad pixels (vector), then
Cos( Block1, Block2 ) = (Block1 • Block2) / ||Block1|| ||Block2||
Where • indicates the vector dot product and || Block || is the length of the vector Block.
For example let Block1=(3,1,2,2) and Block2=(3,1,2,5) then the cosine similarity between Block1 and Block2 is:
Block1 • Block2= 3*3 + 1*1 + 2*2 + 2*5= 24
||Block1|| = (3*3+1*1+2*2+2*2)0.5 = (18) 0.5 = 4.242
||Block2||= (3*3+1*1+2*2+5*5) 0.5 = (39) 0.5 = 6.244
Cos(Block1,Block2)=0.90610.
As long as the cosine similarity value is closer to 1 than that mean the block is more alike and Vice versa.
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The first quad chain code in location (1,1)=7,6,7,0,1,3,2
The blocks = B1,B7,B12,B18,B19,B15,B9,B5
The second quad chain code in location (1,2)=0,6,6,5,7,0,1
The blocks= B2,B3,B8,B13,B17,B23,B24,B20
Fig (5). Quad chain code example.

2.1.4. Extract standard deviation.
In this step we find the standard deviation for each block of the image. Standard deviation represents contrast of
image. Standard deviation is calculated for pixels in each block of an image to get feature vector which is used
for image retrieval [9].
2.1.5. Retrieve chain code and Standard Deviation for each block.
In this step we will store the stream of chain code and the value of standard deviation for each block of image in
record with two columns. The structure of the block is shown in the following example.
Chain code for block
Standard deviation
7,0,0,5,0,0,3,2,2,2,1,1,3,3,4,7
57
After this operation, this record will be send to database and collect another block of quad pixels that is more
similar by going back to step 2.1.3 until it covers all blocks in the image.
2.1.6. Database.
In this step we collect the records of the image (chain code, standard deviation) that was extracted from the
above step into a vector, that mean each image will be converted to a vector, as the following table(1) explain
the database.
TABLE (1). Structure of database.

images
Image1
Image2
Image3
.
.
.
.

Block 1
Chain code
0077523404235100
7722100470017771
3157111161000211
.
.
.
.

ImageN

1112700117700001

STD
75
13
128
.
.
.
.

Block 2
Chain code
0001002377564446
3102657772510375
1377544444301673
.
.
.
.

STD
215
26
79
.
.
.
.

212

5564700012776661

117
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Block N
Chain code
0001234757471002
2147777111000454
6657663667752001
.
.
.
.

STD
122
17
244
.
.
.
.

7145552000147632

25
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2.2. The second stage (Image Retrieval).
In this stage there are several steps to test image with database to retrieval images that are more matching, the
second stage consist of :
2.2.1. Test image.
In this step we will input the query image for testing with database.
2.2.2. Apply chain code for test image.
In this step we apply chain code for test image to find the data (quad pixels) that is more similar, such as done
the example in fig (5).
2.2.3. Collect 8*8 blocks.
In this step we equip 64 pixels that are similar to each other to a block such as in step 2.1.3 above.
2.2.4. Extract standard deviation.
After collecting each 64 pixels to a block we find the standard deviation for blocks of the image.
2.2.5. . Retrieve chain code and Standard Deviation for each block.
In this step we will store the stream of chain code and the value of standard deviation for each block of test
image in record with two columns such as done in step 2.1.5 above.
2.2.6. Set of chain code and Standard Deviation for blocks of test image as a vector.
In this step we convert the test image to a one vector, the vector contains number of records each record contains
two fields, the first one contains the stream of chain code and the second contains the standard deviation.
2.2.7. Image retrieval.
In this step we check the vector of test image with vectors of database by using the similarity measure to find
number of blocks in database that is more alike with blocks of test image .the matching operation first checked
the similarity of stream chain code and then checked the similarity between standard deviation for blocks. The
final result returns images from database that contains large number of matching blocks.
III. ALGORITHMS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
3.1. Algorithms
1. Build database algorithm
 Input: number of image training (N).
 Output: numbers of vectors.
Step0: begin.
Step1: index=1
Step2: Repeat
Step3: Read image [index] then convert it
to matrix.
Step4: d=1
Step5: if found 8*8 pixels (block) with
more similarity then
Step6: begin.
Step7: find STD for block.
Step8: set stream of chain code.
Step9: save chain code and STD in record.
Step10: save record in vector [index] [d]
Step11: d=d+1
Step12: go to step 5
Step13: end if
Step14: index =index+1
Step15: until index = N.
Step 16: end
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2. Image retrieval algorithm
 Input: test image.
 Output: image retrieval.
Step0: begin.
Step1: Read test image then convert it to
matrix.
Step2: d=1
Step3: if found 8*8 pixels (block) with
more similarity then
Step4: begin.
Step5: find STD for block.
Step6: set stream of chain code.
Step7: save chain code and STD in record.
Step8: save record in vector [k] [d]
Step9: d=d+1
Step10: go to step 5
Step11: end if
Step12: index=1
Step 13: Repeat
Step14: save number of block matching
between vector [k] and vector [index] in
matching table [index].
Step15: index =index +1
Step16: until index = N.
Step 17: return image that largest in
matching table.
Step 16: end
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3.2. Experimental result.
Experiments of proposed method in this paper are performed on two training image sets, the first database
contains 6 color images with size 128 ×128 as given in Fig.(6) .and the other database contains 6 color image
with size 128×128 as given in Fig(7).

Image 1

Image 2

Image 4

Image 5

a. Test image (Query)

Image 3

Image 6

b. Database image
Fig (6). The first database

the image database is used to retrieve the relevant images based on test image(query) and retrieve the
image that contain the large number of matching blocks in database. The results explained in table (2) is to
retrieve image 3 because it have large number of matching block when number of blocks for test image is
(104) block and the similarity ratio for collected blocks from image database is 99% and the similarity
ratio between blocks of test image and blocks of image database is 90%.
TABLE (2) . The Experimental rustle for database1

images
Image1
Image2
Image3
Image4
Image5
Image6

No. of Block for each image
107
136
107
172
74
140

No. of matching block
80
79
98
89
61
76

image2

image1

image4
a. Test image (query).

image5

image3

image6

b. Database image.
Fig (7). The second database
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After applying the proposed system for Database 2 The results explained in table (3) is to retrieve image 4
because it have large number of matching block when number of blocks for test image is (197) block and
the similarity ratio for collected blocks from image database is 99% and the similarity ratio between blocks
of test image and blocks of image database is 90%.
TABLE (3) . The Experimental rustle for database2

images
Image1
Image2
Image3
Image4
Image5
Image6

No. of Block for each image
122
77
93
130
131
171

No. of matching block
52
47
46
94
57
56

IV. CONCLUSIONS
The huge increase in sizes of image database has helped to spur the development of effective and efficient
retrieval systems. In this paper we present an algorithm for retrieving the image from database based on quad
chain code and standard deviation. The proposed system to image retrieval depend on two things, the first one is
the locations of pixels which corresponding to stream chain code, the second one is the colors values which
corresponding to standard deviation. The quad chain code used to choose some regions of an image that is
similar with each other to collect number of blocks of image, each block with size 64 pixels. The standard
deviation tells us something about the contrast of blocks of image. The proposed system extracts the standard
deviation for blocks of test image and compares them to those of database images by using matching and
comparison algorithms. The matching process for each of the stream chain code and standard deviation is to find
images from database that contains large number of matching blocks for retrieving.
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